Additional Material for Module 5 (Dis rete Models):
Some Standard Problems

SP (Shortest Path Problem):

Given a weighted graph, nd a shortest path from node a to node b.

MST (Minimum Spanning Tree):

Given a weighted graph, nd the MST, i.e. a set of edges su h that all nodes
are onne ted at minimum ost.

Knapsa k Problem:

Given n obje ts and a size sj and a value vj for ea h of them, nd a subset
of obje ts su h that the sum of sj does not ex eed S and the sum of values
vj is maximized.

Graph Coloring Problem:

Given a graph, nd the minimum number of olors su h that two nodes that
are onne ted with an edge have di erent olors.

TSP (Travelling Salesperson Problem):

Given a set of ities and distan es for ea h pair of ities, nd the shortest
round tour.

Set Pa king:

Given n obje ts a1 : : : an and a value vj for ea h obje t. Given further a set
of subsets Ai over obje ts aj . Maximize the total value of the sele ted obje ts
without sele ting more than one obje t from every subset.

SAT (Satis ability):

Given a set of boolean variables x1 : : : xn and a set of lauses C over those
variables (a lause is a boolean expression with AND,OR and NOT). Does
there exist a satisfying truth assignment for C ?
There often exist several versions of a standard problem, e.g. an optimization
version or a de ision version, in the latter version the answer to the question
in the problem is either 'Yes' or 'No'. In some books, e.g. in [1℄, problems
are formulated as as de ision problems for theoreti al reasons. In this ourse
we mainly work with the optimization version of the respe tive standard
problem sin e we are interested in not only in the theoreti al diÆ ulty of the
problem but also the (optimal) solution of a problem.

[1℄ Garey, Johnson (1979). Computers and Intra tability.
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